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PREVIOUSLY, ON CHUCK:  Chuck, no longer just 'The Intersect,'
is now a full-fledged CIA agent.  His best friend Morgan and
brother-in-law Devon finally know he's a spy, and Chuck and
Agent Sarah Walker are in love.  Life's looking pretty good...

TEASER

INT. AIRCRAFT HANGAR -- EVENING

AGENT CHARLES 'CHUCK' BARTOWSKI hides behind a pile of crates,
watching from across the hangar as three people approach a
small plane on the other side:

JAMES REAMER (40) - mid-western, with a clean-shaven corporate
America facade and cheerful manner, though the sharp eyes
that miss nothing betray an underlying ruthlessness;

MEENA CHANG (38) - asian, petite and athletically graceful,
wearing a thigh-slit dress that invites you to look, but an
attitude that says you'd better not touch; and 

DR. GERHARD SCHMIDT (48) - German, vague and permanently
distracted, with crazy white hair, a grizzled beard and a
crumpled, all-pastel dress sense dating back to Miami Vice.

REAMER
Tell the pilot we're ready.

Meena heads onto the plane, while Schmidt lights a cigarette. 
Reamer turns to address THREE ARMED GUARDS.

REAMER (CONT'D)
Make sure you do a final sweep.

The plane's engine ROARS into life.  

Chuck speaks softly into his communications watch.

CHUCK
They're leaving!

INT. VAN -- CONTINUOUS

COLONEL JOHN CASEY, surveying the hangar through the
windshield, lowers his binoculars and grabs the radio.

CASEY
So plant the bug!

INT. AIRCRAFT HANGAR -- CONTINUOUS

Chuck peers around the crates, then pulls quickly back again.

CHUCK
I'm too far away.  Now they're
searching the hangar!
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INT. VAN -- CONTINUOUS

AGENT SARAH WALKER leans across to speak into the radio.

SARAH
Chuck, these people could be behind
our data leaks.  That bug's our only
way to track them.

CASEY
(to Sarah)

I knew I should have gone in myself...
(into the radio)

...not sent some timid little girl
who's afraid to get her hands dirty!

INT. AIRCRAFT HANGAR -- CONTINUOUS

Chuck grimaces at Casey's words, then scans his surroundings. 
Nearby a thin ladder leads up the wall toward the roof.  His
face determined, Chuck heads for it and starts to climb up.

INT. BUY MORE BREAK ROOM -- EVENING

MORGAN GRIMES pokes his head into the room, where JEFF BARNES
and LESTER PATEL lounge casually against the back wall.

MORGAN
Have you guys seen Chuck?

Lester looks at Jeff.  Both shake their heads innocently.

JEFF
I thought he was doing an install?

MORGAN
Right.  Right.  I'm sure he's fine...

Morgan leaves the room, muttering as he goes.

MORGAN (CONT'D)
...except he should have been back
an hour ago.

As the door closes, Jeff and Lester move apart to reveal a
white flip chart.  Jeff takes a seat as Lester continues.

LESTER
Now!  As I was saying, our strategy
to date has been targeting babes...

He draws a stick figure woman, then as an afterthought adds
two large circles as her breasts.  Jeff nods his approval.

LESTER (CONT'D)
...and honing our skills and
reputations as rock music gods.
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He writes the word 'JEFFSTER' on the other side of the chart.

LESTER (CONT'D)
But I believe we need a third
component in our quest to find dates.

He draws a stick figure man and looks back at Jeff.

JEFF
You think we should date guys?

Lester stares at him, then adds wings to the cartoon man.

JEFF (CONT'D)
Flying monkeys?

LESTER
No, Jeff.

Lester drops the pen and sits down next to his friend.

LESTER (CONT'D)
We need to find a good wing-man. 
Someone who will attract - nay, funnel -
beautiful women to our side. 

JEFF
Ohhh.  Like who?

Lester produces a notebook.  Cut-out photos of male Buy More
employees are pasted on each page.  He flips through rapidly.

LESTER
Too old... too ugly.....  Ah hah!

He stops as he reaches Chuck's photo:  Smiling.  Likeable.

JEFF
He already has a girlfriend.

LESTER
Irrelevant, Jeff.  The point is to
find women for us. 

Jeff flips through the pages himself, stopping at Casey's
photo:  Eyes narrowed.  Pugnacious expression.  Scary.

LESTER (CONT'D)
John Casey?  Are you insane....?

(thoughtfully)
But you're right.  Women do like the
strong, silent type.

INT. VAN -- EVENING

Casey checks his watch, then looks again through the
binoculars.  And GROWLS impatiently deep in his throat.
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INT. AIRCRAFT HANGAR -- CONTINUOUS

At top of the ladder, Chuck pulls himself onto a narrow beam
that leads diagonally to a point on the adjacent wall, much
closer to the plane.  He sways dizzily and clutches the wall.

CHUCK
Come on.  You can do this.

Chuck's eyes defocus as he FLASHES on GYMNASTICS.  He runs
along the beam, as perfectly balanced as a tightrope walker,
then drops down behind more crates just feet from the plane.

But it's hard to land lightly from so far up.  Chuck GASPS
as his ankle twists on impact, and as he topples sideways
his communications watch SMASHES into the hard concrete floor.  

Hearing the faint noise, a guard approaches Chuck's position.

REAMER (O.S.)
You!  Get the doors.

Chuck exhales in relief as the guard moves away again.

INT. VAN -- EVENING

Watching through the binoculars, Casey sits up with interest.

CASEY
Door's opening.

SARAH
(into the radio)

Hurry up, Chuck.
(when there's no reply)

Chuck?  Chuck!?

INT. AIRCRAFT HANGAR -- CONTINUOUS

Chuck's damaged comm watch lies silent on the ground beside
him, as he peers out at the plane and massages his sore wrist.

By the plane, Reamer eyes Schmidt's cigarette sardonically.

REAMER
It's time, 'doctor.'

Schmidt grinds the cigarette into the floor, dropping the
packet back into the large side pocket of his jacket.

SCHMIDT
A filthy habit, I know.

REAMER
I couldn't care less.  Just don't
drop dead until you've made us rich.
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Chuck can't get an angle on the aircraft door from his hiding
place.  But he does have an angle on something.  With a burst
of inspiration he removes the elasticated belt from his pants.  

FLASHING on ARCHERY AND SLINGSHOT, Chuck puts the bug in
place and lets it fly.  It curves up and across the open
space, then down again... and straight into Schmidt's pocket.

CHUCK
Mission accomplished!

Chuck grins as Reamer and Schmidt board the plane.  Then he
frowns.  Only two guards are boarding behind them.  

Chuck turns to find THE THIRD GUARD standing behind him.
Confident, Chuck jumps up, FLASHING on MARTIAL ARTS MOVES. 
But as he takes a step back his twisted ankle gives way. 

CHUCK (CONT'D)
Yeeaaggghhhhhh!

Losing his balance, Chuck falls backward.  His head THWACKS
into the corner of a crate, and everything goes black.

EXT. AIRCRAFT HANGAR -- NIGHT

The aircraft taxis toward a runway, increasing speed.

INT. VAN -- CONTINUOUS

Casey watches a red blip moving on a hand-held screen.

CASEY
He must've planted the bug.

As the plane takes off, Sarah looks worriedly at the hangar.  

SARAH
Then where is he?

EXT. VAN -- CONTINUOUS

They jump out as HELICOPTER ROTORS sound in the distance.

CASEY
I'll follow the plane.

Sarah SHOUTS over LOUD ROTOR NOISE as the helicopter lands.

SARAH
I'll check the hangar!

Sarah runs for the hangar as Casey climbs into the helicopter.
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INT. LAB -- NIGHT

Chuck comes to strapped to a chair, his view restricted to
the lowest third of the room by something covering his head. 
He struggles against the straps, then sees feet approach. 

REAMER (O.S.)
Doctor Schmidt, our guest is awake.

SCHMIDT (O.S.)
Ach, good... good...

Schmidt's jacket pocket comes briefly into view.

INT. SCHMIDT'S POCKET -- CONTINUOUS

Among the cigarettes, a faint red light glows on and off.

INT. LAB -- CONTINUOUS

A large helmet covers Chuck's head, dozens of electrodes
sprouting out of it, with more attached to Chuck's arms and
chest.  It's like something out of a Frankenstein movie.

Banks of monitors and control consoles placed around the lab
display everything from Chuck's heart rate to brain activity.

CHUCK
You know, this is all a big mistake...

Schmidt injects something into his neck.  Chuck goes limp.  

MEENA
He's unconscious again!

SCHMIDT
Not unconscious.  Receptive.

Schmidt removes his jacket, getting down to work.  He twists
a dial on the main control console.  Chuck jerks in the chair.

SCHMIDT (CONT'D)
Now.  We begin by reverting the
subject's memory to his late teens.

Reamer sees Meena's confusion.

REAMER
Most American spies are recruited in
college.

SCHMIDT
Then we simply allow him to tell
us... "what's going on in his life."

MEENA
But that could take years.
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SCHMIDT
No, no, no.  We only access memories 
uppermost in the subject's mind.

Chuck tenses in the chair...

INT. SCHOOL CORRIDOR, 14 YEARS EARLIER -- DAY

Chuck (AGED 15) walks along, nose in a book.  TWO JOCKS (16)
see him coming: one shoves him, the other trips him up...
and Chuck goes flying, landing on a PRETTY CHEERLEADER (16).

PRETTY CHEERLEADER
Argh!

LAUGHTER RINGS OUT as Chuck's nose bleeds all over her blouse.

PRETTY CHEERLEADER (CONT'D)
Ugh!  Get away from me!

She pushes Chuck away and stands over him, furious.  The
LAUGHTER CONTINUES as Chuck turns bright red with humiliation.

INT. LAB -- CONTINUOUS

Schmidt listens eagerly.

CHUCK
(drunkenly distressed)

She called me a pimply-faced geek.

Schmidt checks a monitor.

SCHMIDT
Ya, still high school.  Moving on...

He twists another dial.  Chuck jerks again in the chair.

SCHMIDT (CONT'D)
Painful memories... happy memories. 
All his big events.

MEENA
(understanding)

Like being recruited.

SCHMIDT
Followed by all of his exciting,
adrenaline-pumping missions.  This
is the beauty of my process, Ms Chang. 
We don't ask a thing.  We simply
wait for them to tell us.

Chuck tenses up again...
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INT. DORM ROOM, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, 7 YEARS EARLIER -- DAY

Chuck creeps around, trying not to disturb the figure under
the sheets.  But as he bumps the bed it emits a SLEEPY SIGH.

CHUCK
Sorry, Jill!  I just have to see
Professor Fleming, something about
the test.  Won't take long.

Chuck hastens to the door, grinning happily as he passes a
framed photo of himself and college girlfriend JILL ROBERTS.

EXT. COASTAL BUILDING -- NIGHT

Casey creeps alongside the building, glancing up at TWO ARMED
GUARDS on the roof.  At that moment, one of them sees him. 

INT. LAB -- CONTINUOUS

Chuck smiles under the helmet.

CHUCK
(drunkenly happy)

Stanford's great... Jill's great...

An ALARM RINGS STRIDENTLY, startling the interrogators.

INT. VAN -- CONTINUOUS

Sarah drives at breakneck speed up the Pacific Coast Highway.  

SARAH
I'm coming, Chuck.

INT. LAB -- CONTINUOUS

GUNFIRE comes from a distant corridor.  ARMED GUARDS charge
past as Reamer activates a Device in the corner of the room.

SCHMIDT
No!  What are you doing?

MEENA
You want them to get it?  Come on!

Meena shoves Schmidt out, Reamer bringing up the rear.  On
the Device, a BEEPING timer counts down from 3 minutes.

INT. CORRIDOR -- NIGHT

Casey rounds a corner, gesturing to TWO AGENTS at his rear.

CASEY
Go ahead!

Still following the bug, Casey enters the -
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INT. LAB -- CONTINUOUS

- and finds Chuck still unconscious in the chair.  Hearing
BEEPING, he also finds the Device: now at 30 seconds.

CASEY
(into his radio)

It's gonna blow!  Everyone out!

EXT. COASTAL BUILDING -- NIGHT

Casey emerges with Chuck thrown over his shoulder.  MORE
AGENTS emerge behind him, and they all run for cover.

INT. LAB -- CONTINUOUS

The timer continues to BEEP.  Three... two... one...

EXT. COASTAL BUILDING -- CONTINUOUS

Casey takes two more steps before THE BUILDING EXPLODES.

INT. VAN -- CONTINUOUS

From the road, Sarah sees the explosion in the far distance.

SARAH
No!

EXT. COASTAL BUILDING -- CONTINUOUS

Casey raises his head from the dirt, flashlights playing
over his face.  He looks around to see Chuck waking up.

CASEY
About time, sleeping beauty!

CHUCK
What?  Who... who's there?

Casey grabs a flashlight, holding it eerily under his chin.

CASEY
Who'd you think?

Behind them another EXPLOSION rocks the building.  Chuck
flinches, then gapes in shock at the burning ruins.

CHUCK
Is that the chem lab?  Where am I?

(staring up at Casey
in confusion)

And who are you?

Uh oh.  Casey's mouth sets as he stares back at Chuck.

END OF TEASER
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